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We perform a systematic study of the effect of inflow density on reconnection diffusion regions

using a 2.5-D particle-in-cell code. The diffusion region structures are analyzed at times when all

simulations have reconnected the same amount of magnetic flux. We find that reducing the inflow

density from 1 to 1/100th of the current sheet density dramatically increases the diffusion region

physical size and the reconnection rate. The width of the diffusion region scales with the upstream

ion inertial length systematically. Consistent with the presence of counter-streaming inflowing ion

beams near the x-line, the ion meandering width in the diffusion region also scales with the ion in-

ertial length. The aspect ratio of the ion diffusion region remains a constant, independent of the

inflow density. The quadrupole Hall magnetic field is reduced. The upstream magnetic field devi-

ates from its asymptotic value by �50% at the lowest simulated inflow density. The downstream

ion outflow velocity scales linearly with the upstream Alfvén speed with a multiplication factor

�0.4< 1. When applied to magnetic reconnection in the Earth’s magnetotail, this factor of 0.4 is a

possible explanation as to why bulk flow velocities in the magnetotail are typically on the order of

500 km/s, while the Alfvén speeds of inflowing plasmas can exceed 2000 km/s. VC 2011 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3641964]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection drives explosive events in the

magnetosphere1 and on the solar surface.2 It also disrupts

fusion experiments in the laboratory.3 The breaking of mag-

netic topology during reconnection is achieved inside the dif-

fusion region, where plasmas de-couple from the magnetic

field lines and the field lines re-organize themselves. Because

the diffusion region contains the essential physical processes

that lead to the breaking of the field lines, understanding the

basic physics of the diffusion region is important for under-

standing magnetic reconnection in general. As such, the

reconnection diffusion region has been the focus of intense

numerical study. Many computational studies of undriven

reconnection have found that the diffusion region aspect ra-

tio is independent of system size and the effective mecha-

nism that breaks the frozen-in condition (e.g., Refs. 4 and 5).

However, the cause of this independence of the reconnection

has been a matter of controversy (e.g., Refs. 6–8). Other

studies, typically driven, have seen a system size dependence

on the reconnection rate (e.g., Refs. 9–12). In this paper, we

focus on undriven magnetic reconnection.

In the undriven regime, despite the diffusion region

properties for electron-ion plasmas have been the subject of

much scrutiny, a systematic understanding of the inflow den-

sity effect on the diffusion region is lacking. In the large ma-

jority of previous reconnection simulation studies using

Harris type equilibrium current sheets (e.g., the GEM chal-

lenge study5), the density in the inflow region was relatively

large, being only about a factor of six times smaller than the

density in the equilibrium current sheet. In many physical

plasmas, however, such as those found in the Earth’s magne-

totail, the density outside of the equilibrium current sheet

can be extremely low, with inflow density a factor of 100

lower than the equilibrium current sheet density.13 Will such

low inflow density cause a fundamental change in reconnec-

tion? Such low densities typically require the use of kinetic

particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, which are computationally

more expensive than fluid simulations.

Previously, reconnection with zero inflow density was

simulated in one of the GEM-challenge studies.14 The

reconnection rate was greatly accelerated, with a rate of

ER� 2B1vA0/c, where ER is the out of the plane reconnec-

tion electric field, B1 is an asymptotic magnetic field in the

simulation, vA0 is the Alfvén speed calculated from the as-

ymptotic magnetic field and the maximum current sheet

density n0, and c is the speed of light. Another study simu-

lated an inflowing density 100 times smaller than the cur-

rent sheet density, finding impulsive magnetic reconnection

associated with a broadening of the diffusion region.15

Comparing electron-proton like (mass ratio 25) plasmas

with electron-positron plasmas (pair plasmas), the recon-

nection electric field was found to be balanced by non-

gyrotropic electron pressure for the electron-ion case and

electron inertial for pair plasmas.15

A Sweet-Parker type analysis of the diffusion region

yields the following reconnection outflow and reconnection

rate:16,17
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vio ¼ vA;up; (1)

ER �
d
L

Bup
vA;up

c
; (2)

where vio is the ion outflow speed, vA,up is the Alfvén speed

determined from conditions just upstream of the diffusion

region, d and L are the width and length of the diffusion

region, and Bup is the magnetic field just upstream of the dif-

fusion region. Thus, a substantial reduction in the inflow

density is expected to increase vA,up, significantly increasing

the reconnection rate. However, there are important unan-

swered questions. (1) For extremely low inflow densities, the

low density outflow must somehow push the very high den-

sity equilibrium current sheet downstream. Although this

may only be a transient effect, there is the possibility of back

pressure and/or instability which could feed back and modify

the diffusion region. (2) Will the aspect ratio d/L change as

the density is varied? Perhaps the back pressure from the

equilibrium current sheet could change this? Examining the

effect of varying inflow density on the ion diffusion region is

the focus of this manuscript.

In the previous simulation for the pair plasma case,15 the

effect of inflow density variation was also examined. At

inflow density 100 times smaller than the current sheet den-

sity, the authors find faster reconnection and broader diffu-

sion region that suppresses secondary islands. The authors

also show that the outflow speed is reduced to 0.2–0.3 of the

upstream Alfvén speed. They interpret the results as the

breakdown of Eq. (1) at small densities. Furthermore, they

find that the aspect ratio of the diffusion region d/L becomes

much larger as the inflow density is decreased.

In the paper, we examine the effect of varying inflow

density for electron-proton like plasmas with a mass ratio

mi/me¼ 25. Fully electromagnetic kinetic-PIC simulations

are performed with relativistic effects included. The recon-

nections simulated are all anti-parallel. As the inflow density

is lowered, the onset of magnetic reconnection occurs earlier

and the reconnection rate is enhanced, as is expected. The

width of the ion diffusion region is determined using the out

of plane ion flow and is found to systematically scale with

the upstream ion inertial length. The ion meandering length

is also analyzed and found to systematically scale with the

upstream ion inertial length, although being about a factor of

two smaller. It is also seen systematically that the ion mean-

dering Larmor radius equals ion meandering width. The ion

scale diffusion region structure, i.e., the aspect ratio and the

ion outflow velocity, is compared with the predictions of a

Sweet-Parker-like scaling analysis of the diffusion region.

We find that the outflow velocity scales with the Alfvén

speed just upstream of the diffusion region, although reduced

by approximately a factor of two. Further, the aspect ratio of

the diffusion region does not change as the inflow density is

lowered. Interestingly, the upstream magnetic field, however,

is reduced as the density is lowered. The simulation results

are used to empirically estimate the ion outflow speeds

expected during magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail.

Such an estimate is consistent with observations. In addition,

we find a significant reduction in the quadrupole Hall

magnetic fields in the diffusion region as well as an apparent

enhancement of bipolar magnetic fields downstream inside

the primary magnetic island.

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

A PIC code18,19 is used to carry out the simulations

described here. We compute individual particle motions as

coupled to Maxwells equations by solving the following nor-

malized equations:

@cva

@t
¼ qami

ma
½Eþ va � B�; (3)

@xa

@t
¼ va; (4)

@B

@t
¼ �r� E; (5)

@E

@t
¼ c2

v2
A0

ðr � B� JÞ; (6)

r � E ¼ c2

v2
A0

ðni � neÞ; (7)

where c is the speed of light, c is the Lorentz factor of special

relativity, and a¼ i, e represents ion and electron,

respectively.

The electron mass me is normalized to ion mass mi. With-

out losing generality, a value of me¼ 0.04mi is chosen.

Charges q are normalized to the elementary charge e. There-

fore, qi¼ 1 and qe¼ � 1 in the code. The initial equilibrium

consists of two Harris sheets magnetic field Bx(z)¼B1
tanh ((z�Lz/4)/w0)�B1 tanh ((z� 3Lz/4)/w0)� 1, where

B1¼ 1 is the asymptotic magnetic field value upstream and

also the value magnetic fields are normalized to, Lz is the box

size in Z, and w0 is the width of the initial current sheets. The

initial double Harris sheet density ensures pressure balance

between the magnetic field and the thermal plasmas

nx(z)¼ (1�Bx(z)
2)/(2(Tiþ Te)) everywhere in the simulation.

Here, T¼ TiþTe is the initial ion and electron temperatures,

respectively. A background density nb (normalized to the

maximum value of the initial Harris sheets density n0) is

superimposed in the simulations. We can then, in principle,

vary nb to effectively vary the inflow density. Lengths (x, y, z)

are normalized to an ion skin depth calculated from di0

¼ c/xpi0, where xpi0 is the ion plasma frequency calculated

from n0. Time t is normalized to the inverse of ion cyclotron

frequency X�1
i0 calculated from B1. The electric fields are

normalized to vA0B1/c. The velocities are normalized to the

referenced Alfvén speed vA0¼B1/(4pn0mi)
1/2. It can be cal-

culated from the mass ratio, the density, and the magnetic

field that in the initial Harris current sheet center, the electron

plasma frequency over the electron Larmor frequency is (xpe/

Xce)Harris0¼ 3. In Eqs. (6) and (7), c/vA0 should be a uniquely

determined value, a constant. However, for the same argu-

ment used for prescribing a representative me/mi that is larger

than the real value, we can similarly prescribe c/vA0 a value
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that is smaller than its real value in order to save computa-

tional resource without losing generality, as long as vA0� c.

Simulations in this paper are 2.5 dimensional and are

performed in the X-Z plane. The positive Y direction is thus

into the plane. The system is 102.4di0� 102.4di0. The grid

scale is 0.05 di0. The initial current sheet width w0 is chosen

to be di0. For the background density equal 0.01 case, we put

5 particles into density the n¼ 0.01 cells, viz., 500 particles

into n¼ 1 cells. Periodic boundary conditions are applied for

both X and Z. The simulation is initialized with a double cur-

rent of width w0¼ dio and small magnetic perturbations are

included to introduce the tearing mode into the systems to

initiate reconnections.7 All simulations described in this pa-

per are performed without a guide field. The ion and electron

temperatures are set Ti¼ 0.4167 and Te¼ 0.0833, respec-

tively, where temperature T is normalized to a referenced

temperature T0 ¼ miv
2
A0, and the ion mass mi¼ 1. The speed

of light is chosen to be c¼ 15vA0. The code is relativistic to

ensure that the electron velocity will not exceed the speed of

light. We compare six simulations at background density

nb¼ 0.01, 0.015, 0.03, 0.1, 0.2, and 1.0. In addition, to

ensure the validity of prescribing c¼ 15vA0 for small inflow

density simulations where the electron motion may be rela-

tivistic, we also perform simulations with c¼ 30vA0 and

c¼ 45vA0 at smaller system sizes (51.2di0� 51.2di0). We

find that our choice of the speed of light does not affect the

overall physical conclusions.

III. RESULTS

A. General properties

The double Harris-like current sheet system with peri-

odic boundary conditions is chosen because it reproduces the

large values of the tearing mode stability parameter D0 (the

jump of the derivative of Ay1, where Ay1 is the out of plane

displacement of the vector potential A) that characterize the

long wavelength limit of reconnection in a single current

slab20 and does not exhibit artificial saturation due to con-

ducting boundaries.18 The two current sheets also produce

two possible x-lines for study. Secondary magnetic islands

periodically form during reconnection and have been found

to modulate the reconnection rate,21,22 although, our under-

standing of the role of the secondary islands in facilitating

fast reconnection is still incomplete.23,24 In this initial study

of density dependence, we focus for simplicity on time peri-

ods where these secondary magnetic islands are not present.

In comparing the results at various inflow densities, we sam-

ple all simulations at times when they reach the same level

of reconnected flux wB measured as the amount of magnetic

flux between the X-line and the O-line. A value of wB¼ 10

(in unit of B1di0) is chosen for analysis because the recon-

nection is well developed in all cases, the primary magnetic

island is large, but it is still early enough in time to ensure

that the boundary conditions are not directly impacting the

diffusion region.

Figure 1 shows the overviews of two extreme back-

ground density simulations: nb¼ 0.01 and nb¼ 1.0. Panel (a)

compares the low density case to the high density case using

the out of plane electron flow. For the low density case, the

electrons diffusion region broadens significantly in Z due to

the increase of the electron inertial length at a low density.

Also, the in-plane flow is about 7–8 times faster. In the im-

mediate outflow region, the flow structure is rather complex

with a mix of in-plane and out-of-plane flows. The

X-directional edge of the primary island is less defined with

a fishbone (courtesy of William H. Matthaeus for coining the

term) shaped instability being generated. The primary island

is flattened out in X. This overview plot shows that the low

density reconnection is a more violent physical process. As

the local inertial length becomes larger, there is more room

for kinetic instabilities and non-linear processes. In contrast,

the high density case displays a relatively simpler physical

picture that we are familiar with.

Figure 1(b) shows ion flow patterns in the X-Z plane via

(vix, viz). The flow turn 90 deg from primarily in the vz direc-

tion to primarily in the vx direction through the ion diffusion

region. For the low density case, this region broadens in both

X and Z. Both the inflow and the outflow are faster. There is

no apparent trace of the outflow wrapping around the down-

stream primary island, which is consistent with Panel (a) that

the X-directional primary island in the low density case is

less defined. In contrast, the high density case has a smaller

ion diffusion region. The outflow deflects from the X direc-

tion to the Z direction to wrap around the downstream pri-

mary island. The downstream primary island is well defined

with boundaries and significantly extends out of the initial

current sheet in Z.

Figure 1(c) shows the out of plane magnetic field By.

Note that both images are normalized to similar values on

top of the panels. The quadrupole magnetic field in the low

density case is significantly reduced due to the reduction

of the hall currents whose magnitude scales as jjhallj
/ neve / ne

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=ne

p
/ ffiffiffiffiffi

ne
p

. Here we approximate electron

flow ve to scale with electron Aflvén speed as required by

the whistler model associated with Hall physics.25 In addi-

tion, for both low and high densities, relatively far down-

stream of the magnetic island, there is a bipolar By

straddling the symmetry line along the X direction. This

bipolar magnetic field is generated by a current jx due to the

streaming ions reflected off the pileup of Bz at the leading

edge of the reconnection outflows. The leading edge of Bz

has been termed “dipolarization fronts” in magnetotail stud-

ies.26 The bipolar By is not seen in the high density case on

the right column because the dipolarization front Bz in the

high density case is reduced to a very small value that is not

enough to reflect ions. In depth analysis of the dipolariza-

tion fronts for varying inflow densities is the subject of a

manuscript in preparation.27

In Fig. 1, three panels of overview clearly show that

inflow density plays a fundamental role in altering reconnec-

tion physics. Not only the scalings but also the physical proc-

esses involved are significantly modified. To study in detail,

the quantitative aspect of the variations in reconnections, we

first consider the reconnection rate ER dependence on time,

as shown in Fig. 2, where ER is normalized to vA0B1/c.

Clearly, results change drastically when we varied nb. (1)

The onset of reconnection is earlier for smaller background

density simulations, e.g., tstart� 56, 80, 110, respectively, for
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the nb¼ 0.01, 0.2, 1.0 cases. (2) The average reconnection

rate is larger at a smaller inflow density. A conceptual expla-

nation is that the upstream Alfvén speed vA;up /
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
nup
p

increases with a reduced inflow density. Hence, the outflow,

which scales with vA,up, becomes faster and the reconnection

becomes faster. A quantitative explanation is more involved

and is carried out later in the paper. (3) Reconnection lasts

for a much longer time period at larger inflow densities, e.g.,

Dt > 200 for the nb¼ 1 case, Dt > 100 for the nb¼ 0.2 case,

and Dt ¼ 20 for the nb¼ 0.01 case.

B. Diffusion region scaling analysis

Direct comparisons of the reconnection rates for differ-

ent densities is not straightforward in this study because only

the highest density cases exhibit periods of nearly steady

reconnection. The other simulations show strong variations

of the reconnection electric field ER, with a sharp peak and

then a declining reconnection rate. The peak in the reconnec-

tion rate occurs very early in time in the simulation, before

the diffusion region is fully developed and is not appropriate

for determining the structure of the diffusion region. We,

therefore, examine the ion diffusion region for each simula-

tion at a later time when the same amount of magnetic flux

has reconnected, as in Sec. III A wB¼ 10. There are well

developed reconnection flows with a large primary magnetic

FIG. 2. (Color online) Reconnection rate ER versus time. The background

densities of the simulations are the nb¼ 0.01, 0.015, 0.03, 0.1, 0.2, 1.0 simula-

tions, respectively. The nb¼ 0.01, 0.015 results are full precision data, the

nb¼ 0.03, 0.1, 0.2, 1.0 results are smoothed lower-precision. The times when

the reconnected magnetic flux reach wB¼ 10 are shown as vertical lines

(also colored) at the top of the plot.

FIG. 1. Overview comparison of two extreme background density cases: nb¼ 0.01 (left column) and nb¼ 1.0 (right column) at times when the reconnected

magnetic flux wB¼ 10. (a) Electron out-of-plane flow vey, (b) ion in-plane flow vectors (vix,viz), and (c) out-of-plane magnetic field By. The images are scaled

to the maximum and minimum values marked on top of their respective panels, with white representing the maximum value and black representing the mini-

mum value. Flow vectors in panel b scaled to maximum and minimum values given at the top of each plot.
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island. The reconnection outflows are far from reaching the

simulation boundaries. The times when wB¼ 10 are marked

by vertical lines at the top of Fig. 2, which point systemati-

cally the decline of reconnection rate toward higher inflow

densities.

Figure 2 provides one quantitative aspect of the diffu-

sion region physics through the time-dependent and inflow-

dependent reconnection electric field ER. Another metric of

the diffusion region is the scale of the ion diffusion region.

Determination of the diffusion region structure for the differ-

ent densities requires knowledge of the plasma properties

just upstream of the diffusion region, Bup and nup. These val-

ues can then be used in Eqs. (1) and (2). The upstream edge

of the ion diffusion region can sometimes be determined by

a direct comparison of Ey with (vi�B)y.
18 However, this

method can be problematic in kinetic-PIC simulation due to

particle noise. A proxy for this location is given by viy, which

is caused by direct acceleration of unfrozen ions by the

reconnection electric field. In the past, viy has been used suc-

cessfully to determine the upstream edge of the ion diffusion

region.28 An example of how this method is applied is given

in Fig. 3(a), which plots Bx and viy in a cut along Z through

the X-line for the n¼ 1.0 case.

In Fig. 3(a), we determine the upstream edges of the dif-

fusion region to be about twice the distance from the X-line

of where the out of plane ion flow velocities viy are half of

their maximum values. We obtain the upstream magnetic

field Bup (for anti-parallel reconnection, this is Bx) from the

location of the upstream edge of the ion diffusion region.

The upstream density nup can also be obtained at the same

locations.

The first diffusion region property to consider is its total

width along the inflow direction wDR. Since the ions decou-

ple from the magnetic field when the Hall term in Ohm’s

law becomes significant, wDR would be expected to scale

with the ion inertial length c/xpi, giving wDR� (nup)�1/2.

This scaling is consistent with simulations results as shown

in Fig. 3(b). Another relevant scale length is the ion mean-

dering length, determined by the kinetic bounce width of a

typical ion.29 Defining the magnetic field length scale

lB¼ jBx/(@Bx/@z)j and the local ion Larmor radius

rL ¼ vth=xci ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Tizz=Bx

p
, the meandering length of ions30

in the diffusion region is determined by the two locations

where lB¼ rL, as shown in Fig. 3(c) by lm, which is twice the

meandering length used in Ref. 30. At these locations we

write lBm¼ rLm.

There are two striking features associated with the scal-

ing of rLm and lm: (1) rLm and lm are almost equal for most

densities and (2) lm also scales with c/xpi as wDR does. Since

lBm is clearly associated with the distance from the diffusion

region, its scaling with lm follows, but the equality is quite

surprising. The scaling of lm with c/xpi follows from the fact

that the Larmor radius of ions in the diffusion region is not

set by the initial thermal velocity but by the ion inflow veloc-

ity, which scales with vA,up times a geometric factor. Inflow-

ing ions form two counter-streaming populations at the x-

line (Ref. 31, Fig. 7). For small enough temperature, the

meandering orbit is set not by the thermal velocity of each

population, but instead by the counter-streaming beam veloc-

ity, which gives lm� vA,up/xci� c/xpi. The beam velocity,

and not the thermal velocity, also controls the width of the

electron diffusion region.19 Therefore, in terms of under-

standing the scaling of the width of the ion diffusion region,

the ion inertial length, and the ion meandering length are

synonymous.

Repeating the procedure in Fig. 3 for the other simula-

tions, we obtain the Bup and the nup dependence on the back-

ground density nb, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The

figure shows Bup=B1 and nup= nb. In fact, both Bup and

nup increase monotonically with increasing background den-

sity. We note that Bup ranges from 0.5 to 0.8 and it deviates

more from its asymptotic value B1¼ 1 when the background

density is reduced. The reconnection rate ER (same figure,

Panel b, also measured at wB¼ 10), on the other hand,

increase monotonically with decreasing inflow density.

There is a critical question regards the aspect ratio d/L
of the ion diffusion region. Some previous studies have

found that this aspect ratio is not changed as both di0/L and

me/mi are varied,4,5 but its density dependence is unknown.

FIG. 3. (a) Determination of the diffusion region width. This is a cut along

Z through the X-line from the nb¼ 1.0 case: 4jVyj (solid line) and Bx (dashed

line). The X-line is marked by a dashed-dotted line and the edges of diffu-

sion region are marked by dotted lines. (b) Lengths versus ion inertial length

c/xpi¼ (nup)�1/2 (in simulation unit): diffusion region width wDR, meander-

ing width lm, magnetic and Larmor scales at meandering width lBm¼ rLm. (c)

Determination of meandering width: magnetic field length scale lb and local

Larmor radius rL along Z through X-line.
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Note that Eq. (2) can be rewritten as ER� (d/L)vA,upBup,

which when written in simulation normalized quantities

yields ER � ðd=LÞðB2
up=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
nup
p Þ. Thus, the slope of ER versus

B2
up=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
nup
p

scales with the aspect ratio d/L. In Fig. 4(c), the

values from panels (a) and (b) are used to plot ER versus

B2
up=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
nup
p

. The values roughly lie on a straight line implying

that the aspect ratio of the diffusion region is unchanged, in-

dependent of the inflow density. Here, this aspect ratio is cal-

culated to be �0.23 6 0.01 from the fitted line.

Figure 4(d) compares the scaling of the maximum ion

outflow speed vio as well as the upstream Alfvén speed vA,up

at various background densities. Both velocities increase

monotonically with decreasing background density. Plotting

vio versus vA,up in Fig. 4(e) reveals that they have a roughly

linear relation: vio � 0.4vA,up.

This diffusion region analysis provides a quantitative

explanation for the increase in the reconnection rate as the

background density decreases. With d/L constant, then

ER � B2
up=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
nup
p

. Although Bup is reduced for smaller nup, the

1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
nup
p

dominates giving a large increase in the outflow ve-

locity and thus the reconnection rate.

IV. DISCUSSION

Particle simulations performed here focus on the quanti-

tative scaling as well as the generic physics in the ion diffu-

sion region of undriven magnetic reconnection, in the

absence of a guide field. Varying the background density

from 1 to 1/100th of the current sheet maximum density, we

find that the diffusion region expands in both X and Z due to

the increase of plasma inertial lengths. Such an expansion is

in proportion to the inverse square root of the inflow density.

The faster outflow (resulting from fast vA,up) is the major rea-

son for the increase of the reconnection rate by allowing

faster transport. This is in spite of the fact that Bup decreases

with decreasing nup. The result is consistent with observatio-

nal evidences that faster reconnections are associated with

small inflow densities.32–34

The outflow velocity vout continues to scale with the

upstream Alfvén speed even in the low density cases. It

appears that the pressure buildup due to the low density out-

flowing plasmas pushing the equilibrium current sheet density

does not create a back pressure which modifies the diffusion

region. The key here is that the ram pressure of the outflow:

Pram � nv2
out � nv2

A;up � B2
up, due to the cancellation of density.

The low density inflow is offset by a faster outflow velocity.

The aspect ratio of the diffusion region remains constant,

independent of the reduced inflow densities and the enhanced

reconnection electric field. This result implies that although

the aspect ratio is a good measure of reconnection rate for

many cases, it is not the only determining factor of reconnec-

tion rate. The reconnection electric field ER¼ @wB/@t should

also be considered in comparing reconnection rates, because

ER directly tells how much magnetic flux is being converted

by magnetic reconnection per unit time.

There is a conundrum regarding measured magnetotail

flows which are presumed to be due to magnetic reconnection.

These flows typically range from 300 to 800 km/s.35–37 Typi-

cal lobe magnetic fields are in the range B¼ 20–30 nT. While

lobe densities are quite difficult to measure, estimates have

placed a range of 0.007–0.092 cm� 3 with the most likely

value approximately 0.05 cm� 3 in a recent publication.13 The

FIG. 4. (a) Log-linear scale: the upstream magnetic field Bup versus the

background density nb. (b) Log-log scale: the upstream density nup and the

reconnection rate ER versus the background density nb. (c) Slope of ER ver-

sus nup
1/2/Bup

2 gives diffusion region aspect ratio d/L� 0.23 6 0.01, a con-

stant independent of the inflow density. (d) Log-log scale: the upstream

Alfvén velocity vA,up and the downstream maximum ion outflow speed vio

versus the background density nb. (e) vio versus vA,up.
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average Alfvén speed in the lobe (using B¼ 25 nT, n¼ 0.05

cm� 3 and Eq. (1)) is, therefore, 2400 km/s, which far exceeds

typical flow measurements in the magnetotail.

Figure 4(e) provides at least a partial explanation for the

disparity between the Alfvén speed and the measured out-

flows, as the reconnection velocity outflow in this study

scales as roughly 0.4 of vA,up. Reducing the average

2400 km/s speed by 0.4 gives a velocity of approximately

1000 km/s, which is still faster than a typical velocity, but

much more reasonable.

In addition, the simulations with nb � 0.05 show a

reduction in Bup to about 0.6 of the asymptotic value. If it is

assumed that the magnetic field upstream of the diffusion

region is reduced to 0.6 of the lobe values, this yields a pre-

dicted outflow speed of approximately 600 km/s, which

matches observations well. However, there is much uncer-

tainty in this estimate as the reduction of Bup may have a

strong system size and upstream boundary condition depend-

ence. A more in depth study of the controlling factors in

determining the scaling of outflow velocities is needed.

The reason as to why the reduced outflow velocity scal-

ing factor (vout� 0.4vA,up) is not clear. A low density pair

plasma reconnection study found vio¼ 0.2� 0.3vA,up which

was attributed to a breakdown of the Sweet-Parker analy-

sis.15 This breakdown occurred because the fast time varia-

tion of the diffusion region violated the quasi-steady

assumption necessary for a Sweet-Parker analysis. However,

although there is fast time variation for the lower density

cases in this study, both the low density and high density

cases scale similarly. If quasi-steady was invalid for the low

density cases, the scaling of velocity would be expected to

change as the density was varied.

This scaling factor of 0.4 could be a natural consequence

of basic conservation laws in the diffusion region as mag-

netic energy is converted into flows and heating. These con-

servation laws are utilized in the Sweet-Parker analysis of

the diffusion region. However, different Sweet-Parker analy-

sis have yielded factors ranging from 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p

to
ffiffiffi
2
p

(e.g.,

Refs. 38–41 in the relation between vout and vA,up owing to

different assumptions about the spatial variation of quantities

within the diffusion region as well as the effect of pressure.

Finally, kinetic effects within the diffusion region may

be reducing the outflow velocity. For example, the mixing

along magnetic field lines of accelerated and non-accelerated

plasma in the diffusion region could effectively slow the out-

flow and cause the reduction in the scaling factor to 0.4.

Lastly, we find the reduction of the quadrupole magnetic

field at small inflow densities. In fact, inflow density not only

effects diffusion region physics but also alters downstream

reconnection signatures, particularly the observables such as

the dipolarization front (DF) in the Earth’s magnetosphere.

The DF, the bipolar magnetic field preceding the DF, and the

DF related ion reflection/heating are out of the scope of this

paper and are addressed in parallel in our other manuscript.27
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